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1 Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation of the research
The application field of high strength steel (HSS – S420 and higher steel grades up to S960) is
growing nowadays in the civil engineering praxis due to the numerous advantages of the HSS
structures compared to the normal strength steel (NSS – S235, S275, S355) structures. The
stability behaviour of HSS structures is highly important because slender sections can be used
due to the higher yield strength. The application range of the current EN 1993-1-1 [1] is
limited to materials up to the steel grade of S460. The EN 1993-1-12 [2] gives design
background for materials up to steel grades of S700. However, for the determination of the
column buckling resistance the proposed column buckling curve is the same in both standards.
Several previous research results prove that the flexural buckling behaviour of HSS structures
is more favourable than that of NSS structures and many previous investigations and residual
stress measurements prove that the residual stress amplitudes compared to the yield strength
are smaller for HSS than for NSS structures. This fact results in significant benefit in the
flexural buckling resistance, and therefore higher column buckling curves might be used for
HSS than for NSS members. The general aim of the current research is to give a revised flexural
buckling curve which might be used to determine the flexural buckling resistance of welded
box and cold-formed hollow section columns for steel grades between S420 – S960.

1.2 Solution strategy
Previous residual stress measurements proved that HSS structures have significantly different
residual stresses, than NSS structures having the same geometry. Therefore the development of
an improved residual stress model for HSS welded box and cold-formed hollow sections is one
of the main tasks of the current research work. Extensive experimental residual stress
measurement program is designed and executed. The obtained axial residual stress patterns are
evaluated and an improved residual stress model is developed for welded and cold-formed
square closed sections which can be used for NSS and HSS sections as well.
Only a small number of previous flexural buckling test results are available for HSS columns in
the international literature dealing with the flexural buckling resistance [3] – [6]. Therefore, in
the current research program a large laboratory test program is designed and executed to
enlarge the experimental database on welded and cold-formed square closed section columns
made from HSS material. All the previous researchers investigated only one specific steel grade
in separated research programs but a systematic comparison of the buckling resistances
depending on the steel grade was still missing in the international literature. Therefore, the
current research program contains a large number of steel grades (S235, S355, S420, S460,
S500, S700 and S960) to make possible the exact comparison of the structural behaviour
depending on the steel grade.
The main task of present research is to give appropriate buckling curves for HSS columns.
There are three different ways for the evaluation of the column buckling curves; the first option
is based on an experimental way performing laboratory tests. The second option is to perform
stochastic numerical simulations using real residual stresses and geometric imperfections. The
third option is to carry out deterministic numerical simulations applying residual stresses and
initial geometric imperfection with amplitude of L/1000. In frame of the current research
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work buckling curves for HSS members are determined based on all of these three ways and
their results are compared and harmonized. Thus, a combined experimental and numerical
research program is carried out.
Based on the determined numerical buckling curves not only the suitable buckling curve of the
EN1993-1-1 [1] is proposed, but analytical solution is also developed, modifying the AytonPerry type formulation to provide more reliable flexural buckling resistance for welded box
section columns using S420 and higher steel grades.
The objectives of the research program are achieved by the following research strategy related
to HSS welded box and cold-formed hollow section columns:
1. literature review on the buckling behaviour,
2. literature review on the residual stress patterns,
3. experimental research program to determine axial residual stresses,
4. experimental research
imperfections,

program

to

determine

the

global

out-of-straightness

5. experimental research program to determine the flexural buckling resistance,
6. deterministic numerical parametric study on the buckling resistance and proposals for
applicable flexural buckling curves,
7. stochastic numerical parametric study on the buckling resistance using Monte Carlo
simulations and proposals for applicable flexural buckling curves,
8. improvement of the Ayrton-Perry type formulation implementing the effect of the
residual stresses, geometrical imperfections and the yield strength.
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2 Residual stress measurement
The axial residual stress pattern of welded and cold-formed closed sections has a significant
influence on the flexural buckling resistance. Therefore, the appropriate knowledge of the axial
residual stress patterns is essential to analyse the flexural buckling behaviour of closed section
columns. In frame of the current research program large number of residual stress
measurements are carried out on welded and cold-formed closed section specimens. The aim of
the tests is to determine and evaluate the axial residual stress patterns of HSS sections and to
compare them to NSS sections. The experimental results are studied, evaluated and improved
residual stress models are developed separately for welded and cold-formed closed square
sections, which models are appropriate for HSS material.

2.1 Experimental program
In frame of the current research program the axial residual stress pattern of 13 cold-formed
hollow and 21 welded box section test specimens are investigated containing 7 different steel
grades and 18 different cross-section geometries. The measurements are executed using the
sectioning technique (Fig. 1).

2.2 Results of the welded specimens
High tensile residual stresses are measured in the corner zones and moderate compression
residual stresses in the middle part of the plates which is in harmony with the expected
tendencies based on the literature review. The test results show that there is a slight decrease in
the yield stress normalized maximum tensile residual stress in average depending on the yield
strength; higher yield strength results in slightly lower normalized maximum tensile residual
stresses. However, the results show that the maximum tensile residual stresses can reach the
value of the yield strength independently from the steel grade. Therefore, considering the
maximum measured values for the S500 and S960 materials the author suggests to take the
tensile residual stress equal to the yield strength for all the analysed steel grades (S235 – S960).
The evaluation also proves that the maximum tensile residual stress does not depend
significantly on the b/t ratio.

Fig. 1 – Residual stress measurement.

The results of the compressed sides show that the compressive residual stresses do not increase
by the yield strength. However, the compressive residual stress depends on the b/t ratio, as
shown in Fig. 2. Linear tendencies can be observed in function of the t/b ratio for all the
individual plate thicknesses. However the parameters of the linear connection depend on the
plate thickness. Based on the evaluation of the test results two different residual stress models
are developed to determine the compressive residual stresses. Eqs. (1) – (2) are developed to
give the best approximation of the measured average compressive residual stresses. The
3

proposed residual stresses are shown in Fig. 2 by the thick lines. Eqs. (3) – (4) are developed to
give the best estimation of the upper 5% quantile of the measured residual stresses. This method
gives a safe side approximation on the expected highest compressive residual stresses.

Fig. 2: Comparison of measured compression residual stress and proposed residual stress model

Average model:
𝑏 −1

If t ≤ 5 mm: 𝜎rc = 70 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡 2 − (2900 − 3600 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ ( )
𝑡

𝑏 −1

If t ≥ 5 mm: 𝜎rc = 70 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡 2 − (2900 − 290 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ ( 𝑡 )

(1)
(2)

Upper 5% model:
𝑏 −1

If t ≤ 5 mm: 𝜎rc,95% = 41 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡 2 − (2900 − 3600 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ ( 𝑡 )

𝑏 −1

If t ≥ 5 mm: 𝜎rc,95% = 41 − 21𝑡 + 𝑡 2 − (2900 − 290 ∙ (𝑡 − 5)) ∙ ( 𝑡 )

(3)
(4)

Moreover, the results prove that by increasing the t/b ratio, the width of the compression zone
normalized by the width of the cross-section decreases, and the size of the tension zone
increases. This tendency is different for the welded and the non-welded sides.
Based on the test results and based on the extended database by the residual stress
measurements found in the international literature [7] – [11] a complete residual stress model
is developed for design purposes that provides the full residual stress pattern (stress values and
stress distribution) for welded square box sections made of steel grades between S235 – S960.

2.3 Results of the cold-formed specimens
It is observed by the tests that on the outer surface tensile, and on the inner surface compressive
residual stresses are present, as expected based on the previous test results found in the
international literature. Thus the bending stresses are the dominant residual stresses, the
membrane stresses are close to zero. The results show that the residual stresses in the corner
4

zone are significantly smaller than the values measured in the middle of the plates. Moreover,
the residual stresses in the middle of the plates are slightly smaller than the residual stresses
close to the corner zone, the difference depends on the b/t ratio. The results also show that the
residual stresses are slightly reduced in the welding zone, but the longitudinal weld does not
have significant effect to the general residual stress pattern of the examined cold-formed
specimens.

Fig. 3: Average bending residual stresses in function of yield strength.

The evaluation shows that the measured residual stresses normalized by yield strength are
independent from the b/t ratio. However, considering the measured residual stresses in
function of the measured yield strength significant differences can be observed between NSS
and HSS sections. For NSS sections (S235 – S460) the measured residual stresses show quasilinear correlation to the yield strength and by increasing yield strength the residual stresses also
increasing. For HSS sections from S700 to S960 an opposite tendency can be observed, where
the measured residual stresses show decreasing tendency by increasing yield strength, as
shown in Fig. 3. Based on the observed tendency the average bending residual stresses on the
flat parts of HSS cold-formed specimens (shown by blue dashed line) can be approximated by
Eq. (5) in function of the yield strength.
𝑓𝑦

σrb,flat = ± (1.28 − 1270 𝑀𝑃𝑎) ∙ 𝑓𝑦 ,

(5)

Based on the observed tendency related to NSS members the average bending residual stress on
the flat parts of cold-formed specimens (shown by brown dotted line) can be approximated by
Eq. (6) in function of the yield strength.
σrb,flat = ±(0.8 ∙ 𝑓𝑦 − 67 𝑀𝑃𝑎)
(6)
Regarding the residual stresses in the corner zones the test results showed that the average
bending residual stress in the corner zone is 55% of the residual stresses measured on the flat
plate parts for HSS members and 72% for NSS members.
Based on the test results and based on the extended database by the residual stress
measurements found in the international literature [12] – [16] a complete residual stress model
is developed for design purposes that provides the full residual stress pattern (stress values and
stress distribution) for cold-formed square hollow sections made of steel grades between S235
– S960.
5

3 Experiments on flexural buckling
The main research aim of current dissertation is the determination of the flexural buckling
resistance of HSS closed section columns. To analyse the flexural buckling behaviour a
comprehensive experimental test program is carried out on welded and cold-formed square
section columns. The experimental results are analysed, statistically evaluated and applicable
buckling curves are proposed for different material grades.

3.1 Experimental program
Total of 94 global buckling tests are carried out, in the test series two different closed section
types are investigated: (i) welded and (ii) cold-formed specimens. All the tested specimens
fulfilled the requirements of the cross-section class 3, and no class 4 sections are investigated.
Therefore, no local buckling occurred during the tests as the relevant failure mode. The
investigated global slenderness range is between λ=0.51 – 1.49. A total of 18 different cross
sections types made from welded square box sections and 12 different cross sections made from
cold-formed square hollow sections are investigated by using 7 different steel grades (S235,
S355, S420, S460, S500, S700 and S960). The specimens are tested between cylindrical testing
rigs which provided hinged support conditions in one direction and fixed support conditions in
the perpendicular direction. The fixture’s hinge-like behaviour is verified by two different
methods. The flexural buckling always occurred in the hinged direction. The experimental
layout and the location of the measuring devices are shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Flexural buckling test – experimental configuration and arrangement of strain gauges.

3.2 Geometric imperfection (Out-of-straightness) measurements
The initial global imperfections of the test specimens are measured prior to the buckling tests.
The shape and magnitude of the imperfection is measured using special equipment based on a
moving inductive displacement transducer and the global shape of each specimen are derived
for both direction perpendicular to the column’s axis, parallel to the cross-section sides. The
6

determined imperfections are normalized to the total length of the tested specimen. The results
show that the measured out-of-straightness imperfections are significantly smaller than the
manufacturing tolerance (L/750) given by EN 1090-2 [17], and its values varies between 0 –
L/1000 for welded and 0 – L/3000 for cold-formed specimens. The measured average out-ofstraightness imperfection magnitude is about L/3000 for welded and L/8000 for cold-formed
specimens. No clear tendencies in the imperfection magnitudes can be observed depending on
the steel grade and depending on the global slenderness ratio. Therefore, the same out-ofstraightness imperfection shape and magnitudes are expected for HSS and NSS members. This
observation suggests that the same geometric imperfection shape and magnitude can be used in
the FE calculations for HSS and NSS members.

3.3 Buckling resistances of welded specimens
The calculated buckling reduction factors based on the tests are plotted in Fig. 5 in the function
of the global slenderness and steel grade together with the column buckling curves of the
EN1993-1-1 [1]. All the test resistances (except one S420 specimen) are located over the
column buckling curve b according to EN1993-1-1 [1]. It means that the measured resistances
are significantly larger than the expected values based on the buckling curve c, which would
be the proposed buckling curve according to EN1993-1-1 [1] and EN1993-1-12 [2]. In case of
the test results regarding S500 – S960, all the reduction factors are located over the column
buckling curve a. The test results prove that the normalized resistance of HSS members is
higher than the normalized resistance of the specimens made from S235, S355 and S420 steel
grades, and significantly larger than the standard normalized resistance developed for NSS
structures.

Fig. 5: Buckling reduction factors (χtest) for welded specimens.

The statistical evaluation of the experimental buckling resistances show that for all the studied
steel grades (S235 – S960) the relevant safety using the buckling curve c is met or the safety
level of the present standard is reached. The application of the buckling curve c is proper for
S235 – S460 material grades. However, the application of the buckling curve c is conservative
for S500 – S960 material grades. The buckling curve b sufficiently met the safety criteria for
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the S500 – S960 specimens; while γM1* is 1.00 and the 2.3% lower quantile of the experimental
results is 5% higher than the resistances of the buckling curve b. According to the current test
results the column buckling curve b can be used for welded box section members using S500
or higher steel grades.

3.4 Buckling resistances of cold-formed specimens
The calculated buckling reduction factors based on the tests are plotted in Fig. 6 in the function
of the global slenderness and steel grade together with the column buckling curves of the
EN1993-1-1 [1]. The previous test results available in the international literature (test results of
the SSAB on S420 specimens [6]) are also shown in the diagrams. All the test results are over
the column buckling curve b according to EN1993-1-1 [1], thus the measured resistances are
significantly larger than the expected values based on the buckling curve c, which would be
the proposed buckling curve according to EN1993-1-1 [1] and EN1993-1-12 [2]. The test
results prove that the normalized resistances of the HSS members are larger than the
normalized resistance of the specimens made from S420 – S460 steel grades, and significantly
larger than the standard normalized resistances developed for NSS members.

Fig. 6: Buckling reduction factors (χtest) for cold-formed specimens.

The results of the statistical evaluation show that for all the studied steel grades (S420 – S960)
the relevant safety is met, using buckling curve c. The application of the buckling curve c is
proper for S420 material grade. However, the application of the buckling curve c is
conservative for S460 and S500 – S960 material grades. Based on the present test results the
buckling curve b sufficiently met the safety criteria for the S500, S700, S960 specimens; γM1* is
0.99 and the 2.3% lower quantile of the experimental results is 6% higher than the resistances
of the buckling curve b. The same statement can be done for the S460 material grade as well;
γM1* is 0.97 and the 2.3% lower quantile of the experimental results is 9% higher as the
resistance level of the buckling curve b. Therefore, based on the experiments the buckling
curve b is applicable for cold-formed hollow section members using S460 and higher steel
grades.
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4 Deterministic numerical modelling of HSS columns
The aim of the deterministic numerical study is to investigate the structural behaviour and to
determine the flexural buckling resistance of compressed cold-formed hollow sections and
welded box sections using parametric numerical simulations. The focus of the investigation is
on the differences in the structural behaviour coming from the different material properties of
NSS and HSS structures. The analysed numerical models are developed using the finite element
software Ansys 14.5 [18].

4.1 Description of the numerical models
The numerical model is based on a full shell model using four node thin shell elements for the
welded sections, and for cold-formed sections the model is a full solid model using eight node
rectangular 3-D solid elements as shown in Fig. 7. The ultimate loads are determined by
geometrical and material nonlinear analysis using geometric imperfections and residual
stresses (GMNIA). The mesh size is regulated to ensure the correct (fine enough) application of
the residual stress pattern. Pinned supports are applied on the two ends of the specimens, the
rotation centre of the hinge is considered 70 mm far from the specimen end. This model
corresponds to the loading situation used in the laboratory tests. The load is applied through
displacement-control.

b)
a)

Fig. 7: Finite element model for a) welded and b) cold-formed sections.

In the numerical model both the global and the local imperfection shapes are modelled.
Previous research results showed that a numerical simulation using residual stresses and global
imperfection with an amplitude of L/1000 gives appropriate results to the Monte Carlo based
column buckling curve development [19], [20]. Therefore, the applied imperfection
magnitudes in the numerical simulations are L/1000 for the global and 0.7×bin/1000 for the
local imperfections, where bin is the inner-width of the plate. The residual stress models that
are developed in present dissertation are used in the numerical simulations. In the presented
research work different material model types are used for NSS and HSS steel grades. For the
studied NSS material grades a linear elastic hardening plastic material model is applied using
von-Mises yield criterion and kinematic hardening rule with a yield plateau is also included in
the material model. For HSS materials the Ramberg-Osgood material model is applied, which is
a non-linear elastic – hardening plastic material model using von-Mises yield criterion. The
Ramberg-Osgood parameter is validated based on the measured material properties determined
by coupon tests. The numerical models are verified based on the current laboratory tests and
based on tests results found in the international literature.
9

4.2 Results of the parametric numerical study
Based on the numerical investigations the following statements are made for the difference on
the buckling resistance between NSS and HSS steel columns:
 the buckling reduction factor is higher if the yield strength is higher,
 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns can be higher due to the reduced relative
magnitude of the residual stresses,
 the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns could be slightly reduced because the
Ramberg-Osgood type material model can have a negative effect on the buckling
resistance depending on the slenderness range and steel grade.
To propose applicable column buckling curve for HSS columns a parametric study is also
executed where the buckling resistances of 7 different welded square box and 3 cold-formed
hollow section columns are calculated using realistic properties (material model, residual
stresses, imperfection magnitude L/1000). The numerical buckling curves are compared to the
buckling curve b and presented in Fig. 8. The results show that the applicable buckling curve
increases, if higher steel grades are used. It is observed that the obtained resistances for the
S500 and S700 material grades are always over the column buckling curve b, moreover the
results of the S960 material grade are always over the column buckling curve a.
Table 4.1: Applicable buckling curves.
Section type
welded
cold-formed

S420
c
c

S460
c
b

S500
b
b

S700
b
b

S960
a
a

Fig. 8: Comparison of simulation results to buckling curve b – 120×6.

Based on statistical evaluation of the numerical resistances the applicable column buckling
curves are defined for HSS steel grades by Table 4.1. At the same time the results also prove the
applicability of the EN 1993-1-1 column buckling curve c for the steel grades of S235 – S355
that is currently proposed in the EN1993-1-1 [1].
Based on the numerical results it is proved that HSS square section columns can be designed
using the design process present in EN 1993-1-1 [1], but using a modified imperfection
parameter (α) by Eq. (7), where n=0.6 for welded and n=0.5 for cold-formed sections.
235 𝑀𝑃𝑎

𝛼 = 0.49 ∙ (
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𝑓𝑦

𝑛

)

(7)

5 Stochastic numerical modelling of HSS columns
A stochastic numerical analysis is executed for welded and cold-formed HSS columns. The
purpose of these analyses is to obtain buckling curves using the real distributions of the
influential parameters. In stochastic analysis the influential parameters and attributions are
treated as variables with a certain distribution type, mean value and scattering. The basic
concept of the stochastic analysis is to generate numerous test specimens considering the
realistic distributions of the influential parameters. Numerous Monte Carlo simulations are
executed separately for welded and cold-formed specimens and the lower 2.3% quantile value
of the buckling resistance as the characteristic value is determined for large number of
different global slenderness ratios. For the stochastic analysis the same validated numerical
models are used that are used for the deterministic analysis.

5.1 Variables
The geometrical parameters are defined based on the recommendation of JCSS (Joint Committee
on Structural Safety) [21]. The JCSS recommendations are used also for the material parameters
of the NSS material grades. For the HSS material grades numerous material tests are analysed
from the international literature [22], [23] and the distribution parameters are defined based
on these tests in accordance with the JCSS recommendations. The distribution type and the
parameters of the distributions are defined for residual stress (material imperfection) and for
out-of-straightness (geometrical imperfection) based on the experimental measurements
carried out in present research. All the applied variables used in the numerical simulations are
summarized in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1 – Properties of the variables
Variable
Width
Thickness
Yield stress #1
Yield stress #2
Residual stress
(welded/cold-formed)
Global imperfection

b
t
fy
fy

Distribution type
Gauss (Normal)
Gauss (Normal)
Lognormal
Lognormal

σc

Gauss (Normal)

v0

Gamma

Mean value
CoV
Nominal
0.005
Nominal
0.05
Nominal/0.8892
0.07
Nominal/0.9199
0.05
Calculated from
0.17/0.14
nominal values
Based on experimental results

5.2 Stochastic numerical research program
For the statistical analysis Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) are executed on the developed and
verified numerical models using the above presented probabilistic variables. The main purpose
of the statistical analysis is to obtain the flexural buckling resistance of numerous differently
parametrized closed section columns. Latin hypercube sampling is used in the MCS and the
response surface concept is applied. Based on this concept a MCS is executed with reduced
number of samples using Latin hypercube sampling, then a response surface is fitted to these
results using regression model. After the determination of the response surface another MCS
simulation is executed on the fitted response surface using Latin hypercube. For the first MCS
on the numerical model n1 = 50 samples and for the second MCS on the response surface n2 =
10000 samples are used. In order to obtain a continuous buckling curve in the analysed
relative slenderness range several MCS-s are executed for different fix slenderness values (λ =
0.2, 0.3, 0.45, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.7 and 2.0). Whole buckling curves are calculated for 16
different cases that included NSS type materials (using linear elastic hardening plastic material
model) and HSS type materials (using Ramberg-Osgood type material model).
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5.3 Results of the stochastic numerical analysis
The 2.3% lower quantiles of the obtained numerical resistances are calculated, these values are
considered as the characteristic flexural buckling resistances. Based on the obtained numerical
buckling resistance values the buckling reduction factors are calculated. Fig. 9 shows the
characteristic buckling curves for HSS type material grades. It can be observed that higher steel
grades results in higher buckling curves, as already stated based on the deterministic numerical
modelling. The results show that the characteristic buckling curve (2,3 % lower quantile) for
steel grades of S235 and S355 are located over the buckling curve c, but under the buckling
curve b. Therefore the recommendation of the EN1993-1-1 [1] for the applicability of the
curve c is proved to be sufficient for S235 and S355 material grades.

Fig. 9 – Characteristic buckling curves for HSS type material grades

Fig. 10 – Characteristic buckling curves for HSS type material grades compared to curve c
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Fig. 10 shows the buckling curves for the HSS type material grades, and the reduction factors
(𝜒) are scaled by the reduction factors of the buckling curve c. The diagrams show that the
characteristic numerical buckling curve for the S500 material grade is always higher than the
buckling curve b. In case of S960 steel grade it is always higher than the buckling curve a.
Therefore, the curve b can be proposed for S500 and S700 steel grades, and the curve a can be
used for S960 and higher steel grades. Based on statistical evaluation of the stochastic
numerical resistances the applicable column buckling curves are defined for HSS steel grade by
Table 5.1.
Table 5.2: Applicable buckling curves.
Section type
welded
cold-formed

S420
c
c

S460
c
b

S500
b
b

S700
b
b

S960
a
a

However, the results prove that the shape of the numerical buckling curves based on the
stochastic analysis is significantly different from the buckling curves of the EN1993-1-1 [1].
The analysis results in higher resistances in the high slenderness region compared to the
buckling curves of the Eurocode. This observation encourages the need of new buckling curve
formulations that better approximates the results of the stochastic analysis. In Section 6 the
author provides an analytically derived formula to achieve this goal.

6 Buckling curve development for welded closed sections
This chapter introduces an improved method of the Ayrton-Perry type formulation [24], [25]
implementing the effect of the residual stresses and the yield strength in the analytically
derived buckling curves. The improved column buckling curve might be used for all type of
welded box sections knowing the magnitude of the compressive residual stresses and the yield
strength of the material. The influential parameters of the improved buckling curves are
studied and evaluated in a detailed manner. Based on the results of the stochastic numerical
analysis the improved column buckling curve is calibrated for welded square box sections
made from steel grades between S420 – S960.
The generic problem of the current flexural buckling curves, which are based on the original
Ayrton-Perry type formulation is that they consider the initial geometric imperfection and the
residual stresses only through the empirical based generalized imperfection concept, which
was derived and determined for NSS structures. Therefore, for structures whose typical initial
imperfections and residual stresses are different from those that were examined during the
validation process (such as high strength steel or stainless steel structures) the generalized
imperfection cannot be used on the same way. An improved formula that includes analytically
the effect of the residual stresses and the effect of the real initial imperfection could be used
much more effectively in the design process of HSS compressed columns. However, the
implementation of the residual stresses and the geometrical imperfection in the analytical
solution needs also a calibration and validation process. This calibration is done in present
research work for welded box section columns and presented in the following Sections.

13

6.1 Derivation of the formula
The main assumptions of the currently modified Ayrton-Perry type formula are the followings:
 concentric axial compression load,
 linear elastic – perfectly plastic material model,
 residual stresses are directly considered,
 flexural buckling occurs when the yield strength is reached in the compressed extreme
fibre considering stresses coming from action forces and compressive residual stresses.
The basic concept of the improved formulation is shown in Fig. 11. The only difference
compared to the original formulation is the consideration of the residual stresses. In order to
use this improved formula, the magnitude of the typical axial compressive residual stress has to
be known. In case of elastic buckling in the high slenderness region the maximum normal
stress in the extreme fibre (𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) equals to the sum of the stresses coming from the loading
(𝜎𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 ) and from the compressive residual stresses (𝜎𝑅𝑆 ) as shown by Eq.(8).

Fig. 11: Concept of the improved Ayrton-Perry type formulation.

𝑓𝑦 = 𝜎𝑚𝑎𝑥 =

𝑁
𝐴

+

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑊

+ 𝜎𝑅𝑆 → 𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑 =

𝑁
𝐴

+

𝑀𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑊

= 𝑓𝑦 − 𝜎𝑅𝑆 ,

(8)

where 𝑓𝑦,𝑟𝑒𝑑 is the reduced maximum stress allowed for action forces.
Using the simplification concept of the original Ayrton-Perry formula the improved method
results in Eq. (9).
1

χ = 2 ∙ (Φ𝑅𝑆 − √Φ𝑅𝑆 2 −
1

where Φ𝑅𝑆 = 𝑘𝑓𝑦 + 𝜆2 +

4∙𝑘𝑓𝑦
𝜆2

)

𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 ∙𝜆1 (𝑓𝑦 )
2∙𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 ∙𝜆

,

k fy = 1 − red(λ) ∙ k RS ,
red(λ) is a reduction factor,
𝑘𝑅𝑆 =

𝜎𝑅𝑆
𝑓𝑦

𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 =

is the ratio between the compressive residual stress and the yield stress,
ℎ
𝑖

is a cross-section parameter,
𝐸

𝜆1 (𝑓𝑦 ) = 𝜋 ∙ √𝑓 is the Euler-slenderness,
𝑦

𝐿

𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 = 𝑣 is the ratio between the length and the initial geometrical imperfection,
0

𝜆 is the relative slenderness ratio,
ℎ is the width of the cross-section, 𝑖 is the radius of gyration
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(9)

6.2 Evaluation of the improved buckling curve
The modified buckling curve depends on the slenderness (𝜆), on the shape of the cross-section
(𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 ), on the yield strength (𝑓𝑦 ), on the geometrical imperfection compared to the length
(𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 ) and on the compressive residual stresses compared to the yield strength (𝑘𝑅𝑆 ). Fig. 12
and Fig. 13 present the dependencies of the column buckling curve on these parameters. It can
be observed that the residual stress and the geometrical imperfection have significant impact
on the buckling resistance. The character of the residual stress has a good agreement with the
results observed based on the deterministic numerical simulations. Moreover, the yield strength
has a remarkable effect on the buckling curve which is not considered in the current design
methods. Fig. 13 b) shows that the buckling curve theoretically depends on the shape of the
cross-section but practically the possible change in the 𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 parameter is small and it has a
negligible effect on the flexural buckling resistance.

a)

b)

Fig. 12: Dependence of the improved buckling curve on the a) residual stress b) imperfection.

a)

b)

Fig. 13: Dependence of the improved buckling curve on the a) yield stress b) cross-section.

6.3 Calibration of the improved buckling curve for welded square box sections
The general aim is to create a formula that can be used as a general design proposal. In the
current flexural buckling design method the determination of the geometry (𝜆, 𝑘𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑝𝑒 ) and the
steel grade (𝑓𝑦 ) is needed, the other parameters are implemented and restricted in the formulas.
In the improved design method, the magnitude of the axial compressive residual stress of the
given cross-section is also a parameter. Designers are usually not capable to decide or calculate
these values thus the design code should contain proposals for the calculation of the decisive
residual stresses. Residual stress models such as the model introduced in present dissertation for
15

welded HSS square box sections are available in the literature. However, the other parameters
of the introduced modified formula; the initial imperfection (𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 ) and the reduction function
of the residual stress (𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝜆)), should be built into the design model as the calibration of these
input parameters. The basis of the calibration is the result of the stochastic analysis presented in
Section 5.3. Fig. 9 shows the obtained characteristic (lower 2.3% quantile) buckling curves for
the HSS type material grades. These resistances are the target values for the improved buckling
curve. During the calibration process the 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 and the 𝑟𝑒𝑑 parameters are determined on the
way that the results of the improved Ayrton-Perry type design formula should approximate the
results of the Monte Carlo analysis. Two new formulas are developed; a simple (model type ‘A’)
and a more complex model (model type ‘B’). Eq. (10) shows the calibrated 𝑟𝑒𝑑 function
applicable between 0.3 < 𝜆 < 1.2. This is the same for both solutions (type ‘A’ and ‘B’)
depending only on the slenderness of the column. The 𝑟𝑒𝑑 function is equal to 0 if 𝜆 < 0.3 and
equals to1.0 if 𝜆 > 1.2.
1

𝜆−0.3

2

0.9

𝑟𝑒𝑑 = ∙ [1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

∙ 𝜋)].

(10)

In case of the model type ‘A’ 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 is equal to 750 independently from all the other parameters.
This value fits the manufacturing tolerance according to EN 1090-2 [17]. In case of the model
type ‘B’ Eqs. (11) – (13) show the verified 𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣 , which depends on the slenderness and on the
yield strength.
𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 = 750
𝑖𝑓 𝜆 < 1.3
(11)
𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 = 750 +

2.2∙𝑓𝑦 −750
2

𝜆−1.3

∙ [1 − 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (

𝐿𝑑𝑖𝑣,𝐵 = 2.2 ∙ 𝑓𝑦

0.4

∙ 𝜋)]

𝑖𝑓 1.3 < 𝜆 < 1.7

𝑖𝑓 𝜆 > 1.7

(12)
(13)

where 𝑓𝑦 should be given in MPa. Fig. 14 shows the difference between the calibrated design
formula and the results of the Monte Carlo simulation compared to the buckling curves of the
EN 1993-1-1 [1]. On the diagram the 𝜒 reduction factors are scaled by the buckling curve c.
Using the same safety approaches that are used in previous sections it can be concluded that
both proposed design formulas provide the necessary safety level according to EN 1990 Annex
D [26] and could be used with adequate safety in the design.

Fig. 14: Comparison of the model type ‘B’, the MCS and the Eurocode buckling curves.
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7 New scientific results
7.1 Theses
Thesis 1
I experimentally investigated the axial residual stress distribution in welded square box and
cold-formed square hollow sections. I determined the observed tendencies of the residual stress
pattern and developed improved residual stress models applicable for steel grades of S235 –
S960.
a) I designed and completed residual stress measurements on 21 welded box section and on
13 cold-formed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S235 – S960 using
sectioning method.
b) I proved that the maximum tensile residual stress in welded sections can reach the value
of the yield strength independently from the steel grade.
c) I proved that the average compression residual stress in welded sections does not depend
on the steel grade, but it depends on the b/t ratio and on the plate thickness.
d) I proved that the average bending residual stress in cold-formed sections does not depend
on the b/t ratio, but it depends on the steel grade.
e) Based on the experiments I developed two improved residual stress models for the
investigated section types separately, which models are applicable for steel grades of
S235 – S960.
Related publications: [SB1], [SB2], [SB3], [SB8], [SB10], [SB11]
Thesis 2
I experimentally investigated the initial global imperfection (out-of-straightness) of welded
square box and cold-formed square hollow section columns.
a) I designed and completed out-of-straightness measurements on 49 welded box section
columns and on 45 cold-formed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S235
– S960.
b) I proved that the out-of-straightness does not depend on the steel grade, therefore the
same out-of-straightness imperfection shape and magnitudes are expected for HSS and
for NSS members.
c) I statistically evaluated the measured imperfection magnitudes and I proved that the GEV
(General Extreme Value) and Gamma distributions give a good approximation for the
experimental data pool. I specified the parameters of the GEV and Gamma distributions
that can be used to predict the initial out-of-straightness imperfection of welded and
cold-formed columns, separately.
Related publications: [SB4], [SB5], [SB6], [SB9], [SB10]
Thesis 3
I experimentally investigated the flexural buckling behaviour of welded square box and coldformed square hollow section columns. I determined the flexural buckling resistances and
specified the applicable column buckling curves.
a) I designed and completed an experimental research program on 49 welded box section
and on 45 cold-formed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S235 – S960
to investigate their flexural buckling behaviour.
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b) I proved that the flexural buckling reduction factor of welded box section and coldformed hollow section columns made from steel grades of S500 – S960 is higher than the
reduction factor of columns made from steel grades of S235 – S420 and significantly
larger than the standard resistance developed for NSS.
c) I statistically evaluated the measured resistances and I proved that based on the
experiments the column buckling curve b of EN 1993-1-1 can be used for welded
square box section columns using S500 and higher steel grades with adequate safety.
d) I statistically evaluated the measured resistances and I proved that based on the
experiments the column buckling curve b of EN 1993-1-1 can be used for cold-formed
square hollow section members using S460 and higher steel grades with adequate safety.
Related publications: [SB4], [SB5], [SB9], [SB10], [SB12]
Thesis 4
I numerically investigated the flexural buckling behaviour of welded square box and coldformed square hollow section columns using deterministic and stochastic numerical modelling.
Based on the evaluation of the numerical flexural buckling resistances I specified the applicable
column buckling curves.
a) I developed advanced finite element models to determine the flexural buckling resistance
using GMNI analyses.
b) I proved that the buckling reduction factor of HSS columns can be higher due to the (i)
increased yield strength and (ii) the reduced relative magnitude of residual stresses.
c) I designed and completed a deterministic numerical parametric study to determine the
characteristic flexural buckling curves for different steel grades. I statistically evaluated
the obtained numerical resistances and I defined the applicable column buckling curves.
d) I designed and completed a stochastic research program using Monte Carlo simulations
to determine the characteristic flexural buckling curves for different steel grades. Based
on the statistical evaluation of the obtained distribution functions applicable column
buckling curves are proposed.
e) I proved that HSS square section columns can be also designed according to the design
process of EN 1993-1-1 using a modified imperfection parameter (α). I proposed a
modified imperfection parameter based on the results of the numerical simulations.
Related publications: [SB4], [SB5], [SB6], [SB9]
Thesis 5
I improved the original analytical Ayrton-Perry type formulation implementing the effect of
residual stresses and the yield strength to determine the flexural buckling reduction factor of
welded box sections. The improved analytical calculation method of the column buckling curve
might be extended and calibrated for all type of welded sections knowing the magnitude of the
compressive residual stress and the yield strength. Based on the results of the stochastic
numerical analysis the improved column buckling curve is calibrated for welded square box
sections made from steel grades between S420 – S960.
Related publications: [SB7], [SB13]
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